
                                                    February 1999 Newsletter

Next Meeting: Wednesday March 3, 1999 at 7:00 PM
Location: CB Tool, 70 Karina Court, San Jose, CA

CB Tool is located near the exit from Hwy 101 at the Brokaw Road and 1st Street junction. From Brokaw Road go north on
1st Street to the first stop light. That is Karina Court. Turn left (West) and go to where Karina Court curves to the right.

CB Tool is located on the left side of that curve.

  President’s Challenge: March ‘99: Weed Pot; Mar ’99 : a Spindle Turning

  Remember: Bring your chair and items for the Show and Tell portion of the meeting.  We all learn together.

The Prez Sez
The information on this summer’s Picnic, the Bay Area Turnoff, has finally started to arrive. The Fresno chapter will host
the picnic this year. SVW’s responsibility for this year’s event is to provide raffle prizes. We share this responsibility with
NorCal Woodturners. This is going to take some time and many letters and phone calls. Many of you are going to be
asked to help out. We want to do a great job because next year, 2000, SVW will be the host of this annual Bay Area
Turnoff (picnic). Sooooooo, please put your thinkin' caps on for Ideas and Sources. (Ed. Note: There are more details
about the Turnoff later in this newsletter.)

Now, more than ever, we need a SVW Picnic Chairperson for 1999, and we should also start preparing for Turnoff
2000.

I do not have the final date yet but I am told it will be late Aug. or early Sept.  That definitely adds another important item
to our Calendar. This year is sure filling up with things for us to do.

This is just some of the things I can think of, I know there is more. Maybe Mike can
make the Calendar of Events a permanent section of the newsletter and, as we can,
we will fill in the dates etc. and keep it rolling in our C & C. I know this will help
me plan a little ahead. All these dates might get some of motivated to do more
TURNINGS.

Since it seems this letter has a plan ahead theme maybe we should think ahead for
our Prez Challenges.

· Mar. Weed Pot
· Apr. A Spindle Turning
· May A Vase
· Jun Hollow form
· Jul A turning with more than one type of wood ( Glue up / Segmented)
· Aug A Lidded anything  (i.e. two pieces)
· Sep A Functional piece (i.e. useable item, could be anything)
· Oct Tool Handle
· Nov Platter
· Dec Ornament

Looks like a busy year for turning…
Rich

Chips & Chatter SVW
Silicon Valley
Woodturners
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February 3, 1999 Meeting Notes

There were about 36 attendees and two presenters at this month’s meeting. Of these attendees, there were four new faces
at the meeting – two were from contacts made at the recent Home and Garden Show.

There was a special short presentation at the beginning of the club
meeting. Sandra Rude brought her spinning wheel and provided us
with an interesting introduction that was intended to help the
members better understand what we are building as a collaborative
project.

Sandra described the various parts of a spinning wheel and their
interesting names. Now we know we are constructing footman, flyer,
whorls, maidens, and the Mother of All. These various parts were
identified on the drawing and on her spinning wheel so that each
member of the collaborative project could understand how their
piece contributed to the whole. Sandra explained that the spinning
wheel has to be carefully constructed and balanced to enable the
spinner to make yarn of uniform high quality. Sandra then
demonstrated the operation of the various parts and how together
they are used to loose, puffy segments of sheep wool into long,
strong and uniform pieces of yarn.

Most members had never seen a spinning wheel in operation and
were interested in how it worked. After thanking Sandra for the
presentation, Rich Dege then explained that about seven more team
members are needed to build the club’s spinning wheel for the AAW
conference in June.

Part 1 - Show and Tell
We had seven members who brought in some very nice pieces and one member who
brought in his disaster.

. Jesus Morales had one item for the challenge and two for Show and Tell. He is known for
his spindle turning and he did not disappoint us when he presented his Cocobolo work,
two very nice pieces. These were candlestick bases turned of heavy wet Cocobolo.

Matt Faueuf presented a redwood burl bowl that he had
turned with the grain direction rotated to show to get the best
effect from the eyes and rays in the burl. He had finished it
with mineral oil and beeswax.

Dick Pickering brought in one of his Olive bowls, Dick has been turning a lot of Olive lately
and he was hoping this would be the first piece to stay together and not crack (the impossible
dream).

Don Bonnet showed us a small very pretty natural edge bowl made of translucent lime tree
wood.  The color of this wood is a light lemon color, very nice.
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Keith Krebs presented two bowls – a highly colored carob and a yellow green mulberry bowl. Keith Krebs brought in two
bowls, one of mulberry (has a nice natural yellow color) and a very nice Carob bowl. He did something different with
these two bowls; he turned the smallest bases.  Should have entered the Pres. challenge.

Robert Sakauye had three of his specialties turnings, hollow turnings with a very small
opening – two of his small hollow vessels of olive and eucalyptus with very narrow entries
and a fiddleback maple vase.  Robert has a special set of small hollow vessel turning tools
that allow him to do such small work.

And finally Bob DiVita was able to join us again and he had also used fiddleback
and quilted maple for some bowls. The figuring in these bowls is very nice the
way it catches the light. Bob did mention this is not an easy wood to work, the tool
would pull small chips because of the grain changes in the wood. This bowl
required a lot of sanding.

Bob described that the wood was from a Washington supplier who sells the pieces
too small for musical instruments in pallet loads. An 850 lbs. pallet is available.
Contact Bob for more information.

The member who brought in his disaster! None other then the Pres.! He had attempted to use some of Merryll’s
techniques on the purple heart platter blank he had won at last summer’s picnic (see front page). Rich called it a disaster
with splits, holes, uneven burns, but he had tried many of the techniques described last month. The wood would just not
be turned. It cracked, pieces came off, and it just would not work.  He tried to use a torch to darken the wood and set it on
fire. He sanded through to the mounting block on the back when he was removing the burnt wood. Some days you just
can’t win…

Part 2 - President�s Challenge
We had five contestants who submitted their creative work for judgement

 Jesus Morales’ contribution for the president’s challenge was a very beautiful blue highly
shaped vase. The finish was done in his special colored shellac technique that other
members still can’t get right. It positively glowed and was shown off well with flowers he
had brought.

Don Bonnet had turned a highly figured maple plate which he then dyed using red Rit Dye
to a light pink/red color. He said that he had mixed up the dye, brushed it on and then let is
set. Later he wiped the plate clean with a rag before final finishing.

Gary Petretti showed an olive bowl that he had embellished by filling some of the defect
holes and using wood burning to highlight the design of the base.

Ron Newcomb presented a very colorful natural edge vase that had made from some unknown wood. He explained that he
had hollowed the vessel with his Cobra tool and painted it using a airbrush. . The colors were metal flex blues and
yellows, very bright. He had sprayed it while it was rotating on the lathe and had added some glitter to the paint for
highlights. When asked what did his lathe look after this project, Ron said that his green lathe just looks a little greener.

Rich Dege presented a Chinese Elm vase that he described as a new turning experience for himself, a vase shape hollow
form. This was his first attempt at a deeply hollowed vessel and was designed with a different shape from his previous
pieces.
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The Judges (The Pres. picked three) selected first, second, and third place:

1st. Purple Vase (Jesus Morales)
2nd. Chinese Elm Vase (Rich Dege)
3rd. Pink/Red Plate (Don Bonnet)

Thanks to all for the fine work.

Part 3 -Staff Reports
Treasurer:  (Chuck Jorgensen)

We have 36 paid up members to date. Since we have some 47 on the members list (some paid during the break) please
remember to renew your membership. Receipts since last month is $40 from wood raffle, $20 from Hats, $8 from video
rental, and $140 from member renewals. The clubs share from members selling at the Home & Garden Show was
$107.55. The total for sells at the show was just over $1700. This brings the clubs balance to $2,105.01.

Vice President: (Ace Foster)

Speaker and presenter for the meeting was Sandor Nagyszalanczy on Dust collection systems. Next months program? Still
working on it.

Secretary: (Rich Dege)

Up-dated Tri-fold brochure and have placed some at the front counter of CB Tools. Working on this year’s membership
card. Should have them for all currently paid up members by next meeting.  Working with Mike Rude and Chuck
Jorgensen to update membership listing.

Part 4 - Committee Reports
Ways and Means: (Keith Krebs)

Have lots of wood to raffle. If any member knows, sees, smells wood being cut, let Keith know.

Keith will organize a raiding party to save the wood from being turned into chips. Call or E-mail him.

Home and Garden Show: Special thanks to Lou Gonzales for being there all three days and a very special thanks to Lou’s
wife for letting him.  Lou helped put up the display, was there from opening to closing, every day, and helped take down
the shelves and cart back everything, including other member’s turnings.  Thanks again Lou.

This is a wonderful opportunely for all our club members to sell some of their work.  We have four more shows to be part
of.  But to make this work, we need to have more members help.  It was suggested,

If a member wishes to sell their work at one of the shows, He or She must be there part of the time.

A minimum time of four hours was suggested. The next show is March 5th, 6th, and 7th.  Please let Keith Krebs know if
you wish to help out.

The Hat Man: (Dick Pickering)

I think, I heard right!  Did Dick Pickering volunteer to be the Apparel Chairperson as well as the “Hat Man”, Thanks
Dick! If you wish to get a club hat, please see Dick at one of the meetings.
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Editor and Web Site Master: (Mike Rude)

We have 36 members who now receive the newsletter by e-mail.  Just one could not be delivered, but the correct address
is now in Mike’s database.

Web page, Working to get a free Web Site, the down side is we will see ads being run on the entry page. The up side, it’s
free!  We can have a member’s gallery page.  Please submit pictures to Mike; please only two pictures per member at this
time.  There is a limit to what is free, on a free web site.

Part 5 - Old Business
Collaborative Turning

Thanks to the members who signed up during our break. Ron Newcomb suggested we document the making of the
project. Which means we take pictures and keep track of the time members put in to make their parts and the time it will
take to put it together.

Part 6 - New Business
Lou Gonzalez has contacted Klingspor Corp., Packard Woodworks, and the Cutting Edge to see if they would place a paid
Ad in our newsletter.  As of this date, he sent the letters Jan 25th; it is too soon for a response.  We will be updated at the
next meeting.

This brought up the next topic, which was: Should the club charge members for ads other than a posting in the classified
section? The result – a motion from Lou Gonzalez.—Ads of no more than a ¼ page are free to members. Motion was
seconded. The discussion: (Con), Members who sell items for the purpose of making money on a continuing basis, should
pay for the ad. (Pro), One of the privileges of being a member is the free use of the newsletter, with the understanding that
there is a limit to that use. A vote was called, with a show of hands, 16 yeas, 9 nays.  The motion was approved. Please
remember, the above is a summary of the discussion that took place. I can not report on 20 minutes of talk without
condensing it.

Part 7 - Program
The main presentation of the evening was Sandor Nagyszalanczy who spoke about dust collection.

Why are we to be concerned?
The good news is that cancer is a low risk. This is probably the
least concern via dust.

The bad news is regular inhalation of wood dust is a serious
problem.

¨ Damage to the alveolar sacks of the lungs – they become
scarred by the minute dust and your lungs loose ability clean
themselves and to absorb oxygen.

¨ You can become sensitized to certain wood types. You can
become unable to work with certain wood that previously had
never caused any problems.

¨ Some of the natural chemicals and funguses in wood can cause
severe allergic reactions.

Sandor explained the difference between dust and chip collection. The stuff we can see – shavings, chips, and sawdust – is
a messy problem that can build up quickly. These are not generally a health problem – it is the fine wood power that is
produced by sanding operations that is the concern. The good news is that it is much easier to capture and collect fine
wood dust that it is to coral larger chips and shavings.

Sandor stressed that if you use a disposable dust mask, only use the two strap variety, as the other nuisance masks offer
little protection.
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Sandor said that air filtration units are of marginal benefit. But their positioning in the work area is important to get full
advantage. It is best to blow the dust out of the area and away from your face.

He said you should try to collect the dust at the point of creation. Put your collection hose as close to the work surface as
possible. If possible, connect your tool directly to the shop vacuum.

The Bay Area Turnoff (Summer Picnic) Update

We have just received some information about the plans for this year’s Bay Area Turnoff. The Sequoia Woodturners are
looking forward to hosting the event this year and will be responsible for the site, the refreshments and entertainment. As
soon as the location is firmed up they will let us all know the place and date. They want to assure us that there WILL be
an Egg Cup Race.

In the past years, NorCal and BAW have been having all the fun all alone. Last year Redwood and W BAW joined-in and
now the rules and rotations will be updated and solidified In 1998 and the previous two years of picnics, there had been
basically four duties and four clubs involved. Since the Silicon Valley Woodturners and the Sequoia Woodturners were
both new last year as official “groups”, we locally were very grateful when, early in the planning stages, Rich Johnson
(president of the Silicon Valley Woodturners) volunteered to make arrangements for the large generators necessary for the
turn-off.

The following are the suggested updates that have risen to the surface for the next six years

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Sequoia Woodturners Host Judging Wood Door
Prizes

Rules Door
Prizes

Silicon Valley Woodturners Door
Prizes

Host Judging Wood Door
Prizes

Rules

Bay Area Woodturners Rules Door
Prizes

Host Judging Wood Door
Prizes

Nor Cal Woodturners Door
Prizes

Rules Door
Prizes

Host Judging Wood

Redwood Empire Woodturners Wood Door
Prizes

Rules Door
Prizes

Host Judging

West Bay Woodturners Judging Wood Door
Prizes

Rules Door
Prizes

Host

In case some may be unfamiliar with the general guidelines, following is been what we have gone by so far.  These may
be changed, but should be done with the approval of all six clubs.

The RULES establish the following:

1. ORDER OF ROTATION: Determine method and order of rotation of Clubs and of individual turners.  Typically 6-
turners form a team.

2. AMOUNT OF TIME: This can vary per turner or possibly for the entire group such as a set amount of time (60
minutes in total with 10 minutes per turner, ... or so)

3. SIZE, SHAPE, TYPE OF TURNING: This can determine whether a specific shape etc. should be turned, or whether
the turners must decide the final shape once they see the wood.

4. SAFETY:   Safety has been of a larger concern than before. While the reason to be there is to have fun, that fun
should be safe enough that all can remain upbeat about it ... even afterwards.
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5. JUDGING:   The judging should be enjoyable, but should not depend upon which club brought the most attendees.
There should be a (somewhat) set method of OBJECTIVELY judging for the winners of each competition.  1997 will
be the first attempt at this category, so we will learn from our experience and improve from year to year.  Your
thoughts would help here.

6. AUCTION OF WINNERS: This has been successful in the past and can be a great way to help defray costs of
refreshments and other unusual items.  Your thoughts would be appreciated here.

7. WOOD:   The wood can be of any variety etc, but should match the lathes etc. which will be used.  The Vicmarc VL-
100 will not turn a blank larger then 8-1/2" Diameter.  It should be left up to the turners to either turn a tennon for
their chuck, ... or to center or mount the blank on their own faceplate.  This can either be done prior to the timed
turning or can be part of it,...?

8. SITE:   The site can be anywhere that is large enough to handle that many people, cars and enthusiasm.  Restrooms,
parking, shade, maps and appropriate electricity should be part of the overall formula.  In the past several turners have
camped on or near the site or have stayed in local motels.  This should also be part of the formula.

9. REFRESHMENTS:   Soda is usually provided and some munchies.  Food and picnic style can be assigned and/or pot
luck or can be B.Y.O.F. sometimes BBQ or warming ovens would be handy, but all conditions should be made known
to all clubs prior to the event.

10. ENTERTAINMENT:   Usually we have a joint 'show-n-tell' table where ll clubs can either show items as a group or
as individuals.  This is a nice way to share information amongst each other.  If any other entertainment is desired, be
sure to determine how much time etc. It might take.  Usually these events start about 10 AM or so, ... and then
sometime after everyone eats, brags, trades wood etc. we gather around the lathes for the main event.  This should
take approximately two hours and people begin to drift off towards home sometime after 2 PM - 3 PM.

Bits and Pieces

q Approximately the 1st week in June NorCal Woodturners will have the honor (... and pleasure) of hosting
demonstrations by Johannas Michaelson from Connecticut.  Johannas is the guy who makes the suburb hats from one
piece of wood.  He will demonstrate how to make his hats and then afterwards will donate it to the sponsoring club to
auction to their members or ...?!  His fees are about $400 plus some expenses. NorCal is trying to decide whether to
have him several days and invites participation from the other clubs or to see if the other clubs might like to also host
Johannas at their own site.

q Work is progressing on the AAW symposium in Tacoma. The organizers have told us that they need demonstrator
assistants. These volunteers can be from anywhere, not just the northwest. You just need to be at the symposium.
They need 100-150 assistants to help the demonstrators and keep the video cameras aimed for the best view. The
assistants also clean up the shavings at the end of the demonstration and prepare the room for the next demonstration.
There will be an organization meeting for the assistants the first morning of the conference. They don't want
volunteers to have to do more than one rotation. That way everyone can be free to see as many rotations as possible.
Assignments to rotations will be made at the event randomly. Anyone interested should call Walt Morehouse (253)
472-8853 or snail mail Walt at 7719 McKinley Ave E, Tacoma, WA 98404. You can also email Roger Austin at
rda@rti.org. This sounds like fun so please consider volunteering.

q Please note that the AAW plans to have another cyberturners meeting in Tacoma like they did at Akron. This is a
short meeting (probably Friday) where all of the on-line people compare email addresses and faces. Last year's
meeting was great as we got a lot of feedback about the AAW, chapters, and our on-line activities. More later on
this...

q Two of Sandor Nagyszalanczy’s book were acquired (and autographed) at the meeting for the library. Workshop Dust
Control details the issues, equipment, and techniques that we were introduced to by Sandor in his presentation. The
Art of Fine Tools presents some of the most beautiful hand tools ever made. Most of these tools are in private
collections and have been seen only by a privileged few.

mailto:rda@rti.org
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My Orchard Story by Betty Auchard

Dumped at the edge of my driveway is a heap of rotten, termite ridden, sawed up chunks of tree trunks and branches. It’s
the result of a full day of physical labor by my son and his wife in order to salvage something for posterity from a
historical neighborhood apricot orchard being razed. The two of them sawed and loaded into their pickup truck as much
wood as possible before the remnants of this destruction could be hauled away to some unknown site – the apricot
orchard cemetery. My daughter-in-law wept as they labored. She had grown up near this haven of trees and was quite
emotionally involved in this unwelcome event.

My own family has lived near this spot for thirty years and I will never forget how, every spring, the bare, black trunks
and branches of those squatty trees against an ocean of yellow mustard took my breath away. What a sight! Traffic slowed
down that time of year just to soak up the look. One spring, the local newspaper even printed a half page color photograph
of this view accompanied by culinary tips for cooking the mustard greens. It was a common sight, seeing mustard
gatherers there, as well as, amateur and professional photographers.

But, that was several years ago. Now, the once productive orchard, neglected and diseased, was being forced to relinquish
it’s claim on the land to make room for progress in the form of 3-5 BEDROOM, 2½ BATH HOMES OF IMPECCABLE
TASTE. Or so says the big, bad sign.

The planned removal of this batch of forgotten trees to make way for more homes created a neighborhood outrage,
resulting in heaps of publicity, public hearings, anger, tears, and lots of petition signings. In the end, the apricot grove lost.
Its’ trees were diseased, dying and couldn’t be saved…but big CHUNKS of it could be. And many of those rotten,
termite-ridden chunks are right here in my driveway!

What a mess! I couldn’t visualize anything hopeful for this pathetic pile of solid sawdust except the fireplace. But what do
I know? Apparently, I have no vision. The plan was to turn bowls on a lathe as souvenirs that would hold memories of this
once beautiful place.

As my son, the wood turner introduced each piece to the lathe and I watched the chisel peel away layer after layer of the
rough bark, interesting things began to happen. The surface became smoother, strange shapes and textures evolved,
changed and became new designs. The wood seemed alive in this transformation. Then the lacy holes and irregular
opening slowly took form alongside other evolving patterns. It was hypnotic to watch, but difficult to control all this
irregularity on the spinning lathe – a real challenge for my son, the turner – so he proceeded with caution.

Many weeks have passed and the woodpile in the driveway is only slightly smaller, but beautiful containers of all sizes
and shapes have since been created. Some even have lids and others have natural, irregular holes, cracks, and crevices
which are evidence of the various maladies that have afflicted the apricot orchard. These newly created works are
presently displayed on special shelves in the home of my woodturner and his wife. After the pride of ownership wears off,
some will become gifts for worthy people who must be informed that these containers are naturally fragile from their
previous illnesses and neglect. They are objects of art, not meant to hold apples, nuts, beans, or even balls of cotton. They
are already full to the brim with memories and can hold only these. Our entire family covets each and every one of these
gems and expects that in our lifetime, we may each own one of them. Who would have guessed that such derelicts held
such beauty? It’s as though the history of its beauty had been condensed into the rot, just waiting to be brought back for
another shot at glory.

My brother-in-law, a minister, was admiring these bowls along with the rest of us. He said that this kind of transformation
reminded him of an old, old church hymn! He recited it for us:

Dear Lord, take up the tangled strands where we have wrought in vain,
that by the power of thy dear had, some beauty may remain.

I like that verse a lot. May the orchard be with you, now and forever more.
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Calendar of Upcoming Events

March 3 SVW meeting

March 5-7 Peninsula Spring Home & Garden Show, San Mateo Exposition Center, San Mateo

April 7 SVW meeting

April 9-11 San Jose Home & Garden Show, Santa Clara County Fairgrounds, San Jose

May 27-29 Utah Woodturning Symposium in Provo, Utah

June 18-20 AAW 1999 Symposium in Tacoma, Washington

August Turnoff Fresno

September H & G Show San Mateo

November Woodfest Southern Lumber

November Woodworkers Show San Mateo

Remember Sawdust sessions are held on the non-meeting Wednesday nights at Rich Johnson’s studio. Join us for
informal talk, techniques, and practice.
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ITEMS FOR SALE
q Craftsman 6 inch thickness planer. Classic older solid cast-iron model with induction belt-driven ¾ hp motor on

mobile stand. Open on one side so can plane up to 12 inch width by flipping board. Complete with manual. Good
working order. $150. Contact Jim at 510.525.1325 or jschwalb@is.netcom.com

q Set of COLE jaws for a Nova chuck. $50. Contact Rich Johnson

ITEMS WANTED

q Used 4-jaw chuck.  Oneway, Nova, or similar for 1” x 8 tpi Call Mike Walsh at 408-448-6007.

RON NEWCOMB
  * Kiwi Tools- Guaranteed woodturning tools
  * Sandpaper - Eagle brand Wet or Dry
  * 3M Sanding Sponges - 120 to 1500 grit

1.510.797.6665, ronwoodart@aol.com, or see Ron at club meetings

For woodturning tools made to your specifications, call
Bob DiVita at 1.408.252.6369.

Specialist in faceplates, tool rests, pin chucks, gouges,
scrapers, lathe modifications, sanding tools, and

miniature tools for small bowls and vessels.

CLUB OFFICERS FOR 1999

President: Rich Johnson: 408-531-1307
Vice-President: Ace Foster: 408-338-4260
Treasurer: Chuck Jorgenson 408-225-6785
Secretary: Rich Dege 408-272-8122
Editor: Mike Rude 408-258-7000
Show Coordinator: Keith Krebs 831-394-0487
Ways and Means: Keith Krebs 831-394-0487
Apparel: Dick Pickering 408-227-9821

Sawdust Sessions

If you have a question about woodturning or would
like to try your hand at something new, come to a
Sawdust Session.  There is no preset agenda.  The
sessions are held at Rich Johnson’s studio on those
Wednesdays when a general meeting is not held.
Sessions start at 7:00 PM.

Rich’s studio is at 2742 Aldworth Dr. in San Jose.
From Hwy 101 go east on Tully Rd.  Go past
Capital, past White, till you get to Flint.  Make a
right turn at Flint, and go 3 blocks to San Saba.
Turn left, and go to the end, where San Saba meets
Aldworth and you are there.
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